VMware Cyber Readiness Solution
Training IT and Security Professionals to enhance your organization’s security posture

Cyber Training Outcomes in a Packaged & Easy-to-Consume Solution

Cyber readiness is a front-of-mind initiative across the U.S. Government and Commercial Enterprise. Cyber-attacks are evolving by the minute and hour and agencies are posed with the challenge of equipping their IT and Cybersecurity professionals with the real-world hands-on training required to identify and respond to these attacks. While security frameworks and static learning can help these objectives, a hands-on gamified experience has invaluable outcomes to decreasing cyber risk within an organization.

Recent changes have impacted remote work and subsequent surfaces for attack, cyber training initiatives and priorities are accelerating. Cyber readiness is an opportunity for all employees and stakeholders to have the ability to identify a cyber-attack in a simulated scenario; invaluable to our VMware Lab Platform customers in these changing times.

• Help your organization reduce the probability and impacts of a Cyber Attack
• Immediate cyber training exercises to deliver to IT and Cyber Staff and stakeholders
• Build a Cyber Training capability that is highly available, consumption-based, and relevant to defending today’s cyber threats and attacks
• Train up to 20 concurrent users in an event-based exercises
• Easily add-in additional content and services to evolve cyber training capability

Cyber Readiness Benefits
The Cyber Readiness solution brings value and return on investment to both an organization and the stakeholders participating in exercises and training.

Organizational & Participant Benefits
• Organizations reduce probability and impact of cyber threats and attacked through a cyber-ready workforce
• Participants access real-world hands on training interacting with their own lab environment; improving their cyber skills and awareness
• Organizations immediately have pre-defined environment, 24/7 access, and content to train staff
• Exercises align to SANS/OWASP top vulnerabilities; helping organizations address response to future attack

Recent changes have impacted remote work and subsequent surfaces for attack, cyber training initiatives and priorities are accelerating. Cyber readiness is an opportunity for all employees and stakeholders to have the ability to identify a cyber-attack in a simulated scenario; invaluable to our VMware Lab Platform customers in these changing times.

• Help your organization reduce the probability and impacts of a Cyber Attack
• Immediate cyber training exercises to deliver to IT and Cyber Staff and stakeholders
• Build a Cyber Training capability that is highly available, consumption-based, and relevant to defending today’s cyber threats and attacks
• Train up to 20 concurrent users in an event-based exercises
• Easily add-in additional content and services to evolve cyber training capability
VMware Cyber Readiness Solution – Solution Background

ADDITIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
The Cyber Readiness solutions provides “out of the box” cyber training capabilities and other key capabilities.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
GRIMM’s seat-based subscription allows for infinite Agency employees to train on the platform. With 24/7 access, an organization can achieve per-participant cost ratios far below traditional off-site training programs.

SCALABILITY
The platform allows to adopt additional GRIMM Cyber Maturity Builder Content Packs and/or extend annual subscriptions to continue and evolve a cyber learning capability.

FLEXIBILITY
Agencies have the capability to create their own Cyber Training and Exercises on the platform through in-house expertise or additional GRIMM and VMware Services.

Highlighting mission-relevant components
The Cyber Readiness Solution provides organizations the ability to bring relevant cyber training exercises coupled with a responsive and flexible platform. Some of the key highlights included as part of the solution are:

CYBER EXERCISE CONTENT PACKS
- Features GRIMM’s Cyber Maturity Builder Foundational Level I Content Packs for both Adversarial and Defensive-Minded Cyber Challenges
- Integrated manual + hints to exercise

PLATFORM HIGHLIGHTS
- 24x7 Access to the VMware Lab Platform designed for interactive hands-on learning experience
- Platform environment and resources are purpose-built to host GRIMM CMB Content

Packaging Breakdown
The Cyber Readiness solution is developed as a mission relevant solution for training Cyber Security professionals. The solution has been developed to train 20 concurrent participants and has the ability to run many iterations of cyber exercises and capture the flag events.

Packaging has been developed as part of an baseline approach, but has the ability to elastically scale to meet customer requirements and add in additional GRIMM content packs in a flexible manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CYBER READINESS COST BREAKDOWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMPONENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| GRIMM Cyber Exercise Content | • Features GRIMM’s Cyber Maturity Builder content
| | • Foundation Level I Adversarial Exercises
| | • Foundational Level I Defensive-Minded Exercise
| | • Ability to procure additional packs to integrate on the platform |
| VMware Lab Platform | • Serves as automation and dynamic platform for participants
| | • 24/7 Access for 20 concurrent Cyber Range participants
| | • Platform resources for GRIMM content
| | • Capability to create custom exercises
| | • Ability to expand/adopt additional GRIMM Content Packs on platform
| | • On-boarding Support and Platform Services included in platform consumption cost |

Contact Us
For more information please contact your VMware Sales Representative